Forecasting Aircraft
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Our First questions
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KG130F MaintenanceCost Trends

Did the aircraft really need to be
retired at the 30 year point?
- A service life extension had been
applied to critical components some
years earlier
What were the maintenance and
readiness trends?
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More Readiness Trends
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The KC-130F Evidence
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Operating service years

The aircraft is not falling apart
Maintenance costs are rising, but so is
readiness
Delayed replacement may make
economic sense,
An economic analysis of replacement
alternatives is in order
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- Avg life was more than 30 yrs but the fleet
has had service life extension

Fatigue life expended
- Center wing section - 25%
- Outer wing - 22%

Maintenance cost trends - up
Readiness trends - up
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Economic Analysis
4"arNumber of KG13OFs - 38
Number of KGl3OXs - 35

Begin buying the new KC-130X in FY
1998 to coincide with the KC-130F
retirement dates anticipated in the
Marine Corps tasker

Unit procurement cost of KC-130X - $45.4M
Starting annual maintenance cost of each aircraft
- KC-l30F/$740K, KC-l30X/!§554K
Annual maintenance cost growth rates
- KC-130F/6.8%,KC-l30X/O% for 1st 10 yrs then
2%/yr
Residual value of KC-103X at end of analysis calculated by straight line depreciation
Discount rate - 4.4%

Because no major structural or
maintenance problems are evident,
delay the KC-130X buy for ten years
and continue to operate the KC-130F
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Economic Analvsis Model

IPiscount Factor
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The factor that translates expected
costs or benefits in any given future
year into present value terms
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Economic Analysis Summary- What
are the Costs of Each Option?
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Follow-on Question
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How high would the KC-130F
maintenance cost growth rate have
to go until it became more
ec6nomical to start the KC-130X
buy in FY 1998 vice FY2008?

dscwntsd and
undisownted dollars.
by delayicg me aircraft
buv until 2wB
Given Um assumptions
in me analysis. It makes
emromlc sense to
delay a new
pmoumnmnt until after
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Maintenance Cost Growth
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Study Conclusions
Maintenancecosts are up but so is
readiness
The end of the KC-130F service life is
not imminent
A new buy can be delayed
initiativesfocused on the Big 4 can help
control rising maintenance costs
Structural data recorders should be
instailed to collect stress data
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